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Tree estimation is 
sensitive to the 
input alignment

Motivation



- Phylogenetic analysis assume  the alignment sequences are homologous in every position
- Therefore, sequence shouldn’t be 

- too similar so they are not informative
- too divergent so there are multiple substitutions (i.e. saturated) that have erased the 

phylogenetic information

- In a single alignment/sequence, different regions of a gene can evolve in a different rate
- therefore, not all regions are suitable for phylogenetic analysis

- Common current (back in 2000) approach is usually done arbitrarily, and therefore hard to 

reproduce
- Computational approaches have been developed but they are far from ideal
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Mitochondrial Genome Sequence

Data

First Dataset

11 protein subunits of 16 + 1 species

Second Dataset

5 protein subunits of 23 + 1 species

out group



Alignment Method and Tree Estimation

Methods

ClustalW

First Dataset: MOLPHY + mtREV

Second Dataset: NJ + mtREV + Heuristic



Gblock

Methods

1. Calculate degree of conservation
a. non-conserved < IS < conserved < FS < highly conserved
b. IS = 50%, FS = 85%

2. Reject contiguous non-conserved position > CP
a. CP = 8

3. Exam flank and reject columns until surround by highly conserved column

4. For the remaining positions, which form blocks, take the one with length >= BL1
a. BL1 = 15

5. Remove column with gaps + adjacent non-conserved columns

6. Similar to 4, now takes the blocks with length >= BL2
a. BL2  = 10

1234567890123456789012345678901234567890
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
---BBBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAB-AAABBBBBBBBBAB--
---CBBAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACAAAACCCCCCCCCAC--
---NCCHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHN-HHHNNNNNNNNNHN--
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Concatenation

Methods



Amino acid 
composition is 
more uniform

Result

for the first dataset with 17 species

PCA dimension reduction

Amino Acid
1x17 vector

Species
1x20 vector

Gblock

Gblock 
Complement



Tree branch length 
is more similar to 
pairwise distance

Result

original

non-gap

Gblock



Same topology but 
shorter length

Result

on the first dataset

original

non-gap

Gblock



Input alignment 
does matter

Result

on the second dataset, topology is 
different for the additional species

original

non-gap

Gblock



The performance in 
a simulated study

https://doi.org/10.1080/10635150701472164

Improvement of Phylogenies after Removing 
Divergent and Ambiguously Aligned Blocks 
from Protein Sequence Alignments 
by Gerard Talavera and Jose Castresana 

Result

https://doi.org/10.1080/10635150701472164


Evolution rate is 
different

Discussion

- different remove %

- smaller outgroup distance



Robustness towards 
different parameters

Discussion

- similar % and outgroup distance

- each parameter response to a 
similar amount of removal



Robustness towards 
different alignments

Discussion



More Ambiguity

Discussion

- removing saturated and 
poorly aligned regions should 
get us better resolution.  NO!

- this is not due to lower # of 
positions

- one possibility: guided tree 
used by the alignment can 
created biased divergent area 
help rejecting more trees



Advantage

- Eliminate non homologous positions

- Distribution is more homogeneous and 

more suitable for modeling

- Remove human bias and better 

reproducibility

- Less support for final tree

- partially unresolved tree > biased tree

- Does not handle misalignment of sequence

- there are methods that could do this

Discussion

Disadvantage



Thanks!


